31st March 2021
Full List of participants:
Cllr. Cahill Chairperson Environment, Climate Change and Emergency Planning SPC

Gerry Riordan KCC
Bill Morrell, PPN representative Environmental Pillar
Anne Marie Fuller, PPN representative Environmental Pillar
John Spillane, PPN representative Social Inclusion Pillar
Maura Fitzgerald, PPN representative Social Inclusion Pillar
Anluan Dunne, PPN representative Community and Voluntary Pillar
Jennifer O'Sullivan Coffey, PPN representative Community and Voluntary Pillar
Cora Carrigg, Kerry Sports and Recreation Partnership

Niamh Ni Dhuill, Transition Kerry
Mary Kiernan, Transition Kerry
Irene Sullivan, Transition Kerry
Micheal O'Coilean, Transition Kerry
Siobhan Griffin, Age Friendly Coordinator
Darach Ó Murchú Transition Corca Dhuibhne
Caroline Toal, Kerry PPN
Eamon O'Keeffe, Kerry PPN
Catriona Fallon, Kerry Climate Action Network
Martha Farrell, Maharees Conservation Association CLG
Cathy Fisher, KCC
Mary O'Connor, Tralee Bay Wetlands Eco & Activity Park
Marianne Beasley, North Kerry Environment

Timetable:

7.00

Caroline Toal

7.02

Bill Morrell

7.05

Mary Kiernan, introduction,
who’s here and aim of the
workshop
host and zoom administration
of breakout rooms

Welcomes everyone and
outlines the running order for
the evening
On behalf of the Kerry PPN
representing 800+ groups in
County Kerry
Climate action host for the
evening, will take all
participants through the slides,
starting with the message
from Minister Ryan to break
out rooms
Minister Ryan, Minister
O’Brien welcome address
3 minutes
QUESTION- -Hopes and
concerns for climate action in
our Community into Chat box

BREAK OUT ROOM
7.20

8.05

8.20
PICTURE

SCREEN

BREAK OUT ROOM
Moderator 1, Anne Marie
Fuller
Note taker, Caroline Toal
Moderator 2, Catriona Fallon
Notetaker, Siobhan Griffin
Moderator 3, Irene O’Sullivan
Notetaker, Niamh Ni Dhuill

BREAK OUT ROOM
3 Questions= 45 minutes
15 minutes per question

All back in the room for
feedback
1-2 key points from each
breakout room
Feedback SHEET In the chat
box.
Anything you would like to
add, pop it into the chat box

10 minutes

Next Steps
SHOT OF GROUP

5 minutes

3 Questions= 45 minutes
15 minutes per question
3 Questions= 45 minutes
15 minutes per question

Mary Kiernan, event host and Eamon O’Keeffe, PPN Support worker
floated between the three different breakout rooms.

Community Climate Conversation Notes from Break Out Room 1:
1. Anne Marie Fuller – Kerry PPN Environment representative Moderator
2. Caroline Toal – Notetaker
3. Cllr Michael Cahill, Chairperson Environment, Climate Change and
Emergency Planning SPC
4. Cora Carraig, Sports and Recreational Partnership
5. Martha Farrell, Maharees Conversation Association CLG
6. Cathy Fisher, Kerry County Council
7. Jennifer O’Sullivan Coffey, Kerry PPN, Community and Voluntary
sector

Question 1: What community -led climate action initiatives are
happening in our area that work well?
Any new ideas or existing actions we’d like to further develop?
The breakout session started with a frank discussion about the frustration
some community groups feel, in relation to being asked to make
suggestions regarding/ inputs into climate actions at several types of
forums over the last few years e.g. National Climate Dialogue and other
Departmental-level submissions and the actions that follow are not
coming fast enough. While the community groups acknowledge and
welcome attempts at consultation, they wonder how many times
community groups need to be asked before change takes place? This type
of conversation and discussion needs to be extended and focussed.
Hope was expressed that this forum would continue and develop in the
future.
It was acknowledged by all that there is a tremendous amount of
community led environmental work taking place and that it needs to be
acknowledged and supported.
The Maharees Conservation Association outlined the work being carried
out. An alliance of coastal communities in crisis has formed, after a
survey showed the frustration that coastal communities around Ireland
feel in relation to the lack of integrated coastal zone management in
Ireland which would facilitate visitor management and at the same time
minimise the impacts on protected areas/ special areas of conservation
with coastal dune habitats. This would support our communities by
accommodating much-needed tourism but at the same time would
minimise the impact on the dune system which is the only coastal defence
our communities have. There is a huge lack of awareness among the
Irish population of the importance of dunes as a coastal defence and as a

wildlife habitat and there is a dearth of protective actions that could serve
to protect them. Clear actions need to be taken such as providing
infrastructure like temporary car parks. Erecting clear signage when
entering an SAC/SPA site. Fencing of sensitive areas of dune. Beach
stewards to cope with seasonal surges. Greater education, awareness and
communication around the fragility of dunes. A full set of practical actions
has been drafted and is available.

What’s working,
The Kerry PPN development of a community wellbeing vision and the
information that was gained from the public consultations and the online
consultation, this will be included in the submission.
Collaborating with agencies but they and community groups need more
resourcing support
Kerry County Council has participated in a very comprehensive way in
supporting communities in environmental activities but more resources
need to be directed to environmental protection by the council and central
government.
Government interagency, works more effectively
Community gardens, community allotments, improves the quality of life,
connectiveness and inter-generational, but needs consistent support, both
from a financial perspective and personal: it seems to be supported for a
period of time by the LA, and then dropped without any continuing
support, resulting in disappointment from the community and a lack of
trust in getting involved in future projects.
Education and awareness built into all elements of proposed projects and
proposals.
Recycling and upcycling, excellent example of this type of project in
Castleisland “Revamp”, education awareness and a new skills base
developed and fostered in this project.
Kerry Community College has an excellent education ethos regarding
community awareness, upcycling and recycling.
Transition Kerry are running a Biodiversity Leadership course funded via
LEADER. It has been instrumental in affecting local action by supporting
people to step up and be local champions through collaborative
leadership. It has especially inspired people who wouldn’t normally think
of themselves as “leaders” to take on a leadership role in local climate
action. The course content covers a combination of different types of

sessions including knowledge/information sharing, personal growth and
hands-on practical workshops.
Through this course small pods of community groups have continued to
undertake initiatives in their own communities.
These networks that have formed to get actions implemented are very
positive and allow people to connect to other initiatives as well.
It was acknowledged at that there is a real need by the LA to harness
community power and to assist in the Climate Action Agenda and the
chairperson oof the Environment SPC undertook to support this.
The issue of the erosion of sand dunes was discussed and the very
positive action of the Glenbeigh community groups was highlighted. There
is as great relationship with the Tidy Towns and they work in harmony on
initiatives.
An action agreed was that any proposal can be submitted to the
Environment, Climate Change and Emergency Planning SPC for
discussion.
It was acknowledged that Biodiversity is relatively new concept but there
is a growing awareness of it.
Pollinator Plan is a positive initiative that people can work towards.
The County Development Plan, planning act is underpinned by the Climate
Action Plan.
The Dingle Hub has some very exciting projects coming out on energy. It
is resourced with people who have the time to build those relationships
and initiatives on the groups. This could be a model going forward, the
key to success is support and human resources. It is a community led
initiative.
Accessible transport opportunities is Key. Active travel is an area that is
going to grow. Important to harness the input from the ground up.
The question was posed, what happens when something is so successful
like the Wild Atlantic Way, and the supporting infrastructure is not put in
place, thus impacting on the very environment it is there to promote.

Question 2: Thinking about what we’d like to do more of, or start
doing, what are our recommendations for the design of the
Climate Action Fund?
The Climate Action Fund needs to be thought about in a systems-based
approach. Cannot think about this in silos.

People are more empowered when they can take actions.
Communities and the groups working on the ground need funding support
and more user-friendly accessible funding. Some groups only need small
amount of funding and it should be tailored to be able to meet this need.
Communities could assist agencies like county councils and NPWS e.g. in
monitoring work if trained. Funding calls often have themes –
communities are designing projects to suit funding calls when they would
prefer to spend money on other more pressing issues.
The funding could be used far more effectively and better, the powers
that be are not listening to the voice of the community.
Need to empower the community to do the work themselves.
Community Councils are established and informed and supported.
It was suggested that this forum could now form the PPN Environment
linkage groups and could feed directly into the SPCs.
Maharees Conservation Association and Castlegregory Community Council
are engaging in the Castlegregory 2040 project – a Community Authored
Vision and Plan. It is keeping the community motivated and resilient.

Question 3: Reflecting on local concerns and ambitions, what
broader suggestions do we have for the Climate Action Plan?
New Climate Actions, involving broader land use and farming and change
of land use. Farmers will have to have more incentives in order to be
more environmentally friendly.
How we live and where we live, need to consolidate where we live so we
can combine services.
What are the barriers within the LA? They have various roles, roles within
housing so ensuring that A rated houses are being built. Heating, lighting,
upgrading old housing stock. Important to look at the district heating
system, extending it and rolling it out. It was stated that in many ways,
the LA hands are tied regarding funding and how it can be used. Coastal
erosion and flooding are funded by the OPW.
No point introducing any plan if it is not funded appropriately and have
clear timescales.
Lifestyle and behavioral changes also need to take place.
Need a properly funded plan and we are relying on Government for these
funds.

It was suggested that to make an impact you must take an action and
maybe this is where An Post can be utilized and distribute to all the
households in County Kerry.
The essence of the breakout room 1 was that it is important to voice our
concerns and it is important to communicate.

Community Climate Conversation Notes from Break Out Room 2:
1. Attendance Catriona Fallon, Kerry Climate Action Network,
Moderator
2. Siobhan Griffin, Age Friendly Coordinator, Notetaker
3. Bill Morrell, PPN Representative Environmental Pillar
4. Darach O Murchu, Transition Corca Dhuibhne
5. Gerry Riordan, Kerry County Council
6. Mary O’Connor Tralee Bay Wetlands Eco and Activity Park
7. Maura Fitzgerald, PPN Representative, Social Inclusion Pillar

Question 1: What community -led climate action initiatives are
happening in our area that work well?
Any new ideas or existing actions we’d like to further develop?
The participants gave their input on the current actions and activities in
their geographic areas. The level of community led activity varied, from
limited in some areas, North Kerry, to very active climate action initiatives
on the Dingle Peninsula and in communities in South Kerry. Examples
were shared such as the Sustainable Energy Communities Masterplan in
Dingle, the work of Transition Kerry and Transition Corca Dhuibhne, the
work on coastal protection in the Maherees, Cahersiveen initiatives and
projects in Caherdaniel/Castlecove looking at local solutions to invasive
species and sewage treatments including reed bed proposals for the
village. The work of the Valentia Island SEC which is examining the use
of hydrogen for local use was also highlighted.
There are good examples of Tidy Towns’ work in many communities,
Killorglin example, where there is a strong emphasis on biodiversity and
good sustainability practice including water harvesting and tree planting.
Examples such as the Clean Coast initiative which has been operating for
many years and local action on microplastic have been ongoing in local
coastal communities and have highlighted the challenges. The issue of
coastal erosion and threat to local communities was raised and some
examples of local work being undertaken were given.
The County Clean Up Day is a good brand in the county and raises local
awareness on the extent of littering.
The Food Festival in Dingle is working on developing a waste free food
festival. A plastic free campaign is also being pursued.

Further Development
There is a need to share the existing good practice. While awareness on
the need for climate change actions has grown, the actions are being
taken by dedicated groups. Examples of local good practice need to be
shared to show what can be done.
The work needs to be underpinned by programmes and funding. An
example was given of Tidy Towns competition. It was on when the
marking scheme highlighted biodiversity actions that groups started
working to achieve these.
A one stop shop website with access to information and best practice is
very important. The Kerry Climate Action Network website was discussed
as a model.
In Kerry, a key action is about protecting what exists, water and air
quality, night sky and biodiversity, actively protecting special areas. This
requires leadership. Funding for wastewater treatment systems,
education on use of fertiliser close to water ways.
The need to address issues such as gorse burning which benefit so few
people but is both an environmental and safety hazard.
Working on achievable solutions to retrofitting houses with proper
insulation and moving from solid fuel. This is still overly expensive and
challenging particularly for older people. There is a cultural aspect which
makes this difficult.
Interagency relationships in Kerry are positive but some of the solutions
to urgent issues require more work between Government Departments
working with the Local Authority. Coastal erosion solutions require a
concerted effort between the Local Authority, Government Departments
and the OPW.
Community led work is very positive and there is great work ongoing.
However, this is not sustainable, and leadership is required from
Government with adequate resources to deliver locally.
Accentuate the positive – Kerry is a beautiful county, an asset and there
is much positive work that can be built on. There are many people that
care about the county.

Question 2: Thinking about what we’d like to do more of, or start
doing, what are our recommendations for the design of the
Climate Action Fund?
Enable community action through appropriate resourcing. Capacity
Building work and facilitating climate action projects should be funded.
Volunteers cannot sustain the current volume of voluntary work and effort
being put into projects.
Elements of the Climate Action Fund need to be ringfenced for small
projects which could be delivered by community groups. Currently it is
focused on larger projects. Much local work is initiated by volunteers.
Evaluate the work of existing projects and build on these. Groundwork
has been carried out in certain areas and this should be built on.
Seed capital should be one element of the funding.
Education initiatives are key to awareness raising and increasing
engagement.
Sectoral education and awareness raising is important – fishing, farming,
tourism – how to carry out the work minimising impact on the
environment.
Retrofitting of houses needs to be prioritised to reduce fossil fuel usage.
The system needs to be simplified to encourage older people to access
the schemes as it appears overly daunting.
Support and funding for retrofitting Community Centres should be
included as this reduces running costs for groups but also would act as a
community education model in that people would see how retrofitting
works in practice.
The application process should be in plain English and simplified. It was
recommended that the match funding could be in voluntary time as
opposed % of match cash funding.
The funding should enable partnership work involving community groups
and Local Authorities to deliver on local actions and to explore local
solutions. The LEADER programme delivery was given as a successful
example.

Question 3: Reflecting on local concerns and ambitions, what
broader suggestions do we have for the Climate Action Plan?
There should be individual Local Authority carbon action plans.
Transition away from economy first policy to Community and
Environment.
Collaboration is required at Government level down to local level to
ensure responses to critical issues locally. An example was given about
the number of agencies and Government Departments involved in coastal
flooding. There are some historic legacy issues that are preventing
actions and a lack of concerted response/lack of will to local communities.
Local Authorities cannot act without a mandate.
The challenge is how to reduce fossil fuel use in all areas of society.
Farming and fishing are challenging in places like Kerry. Examine
additional incentives and alternative work/diversification for people to
continue to live and work in the area.
Education and alternatives need to be agreed with farmers using
environmentally poor methods such as gorse burning or overuse of slurry
near waterways. Highlight peer good practice.
Education and Awareness raising has been effective to date but needs
resourcing to continue ensuring that it has wide reach in the community.
This project with the PPN is very positive. It is important to link in with
existing initiatives.
Themes need to be agreed for the Climate Action Plan.
Leadership needs to be shown by central and local Government.
Community led work is very positive and there is great work ongoing.
However, this is not sustainable, and leadership is required from
Government with adequate resources to deliver locally.
Protect our current assets including waterways, coastal communities,
upper land areas, protected areas, significant areas of biodiversity with
infrastructure, education, and legislation.

Community Climate Conversation Notes from Break Out Room 3:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Irene Sullivan, Kerry Climate Action Network, Moderator
Niamh Ni Dhuill, Transition Kerry, Notetaker
Anluan Dunne, PPN Representative Community and Voluntary Pillar
John Spillane, PPN Representative Social Inclusion Pillar
Micheal O’Coileán, Transition Kerry
Marianne Beasley, North Kerry Environment

1. Current actions and Ambition:
What community-led, climate action initiatives are happening in our area
that work well? Any new ideas or existing actions we’d like to develop?
Some Examples:
Maharees Conservation Association Projects: Protection of dunes
from human impacts and coastal erosion, raising awareness of
biodiversity and sharing information with others
Clean Coasts: local beach cleans and ‘Think before you flush’ campaign
Kerry Cycling Campaign: recent funding success
Killarney Lakeshore: focus on eater quality and invasive species
Tidy Towns: groups all over the county
North Kerry Environmental Forum: Many initiatives, including input
into County Development Plan highlighting coastal erosion, integration of
EIS scheme, green travel initiatives, bring own bags, etc.
Kerry Climate Action Network (Kerry CAN): Focus on climate action
network for county
Kerry Sustainable Energy Co-op: Focus on sustainable community
energy
Local Food Project: Highlighting local food
Weekly Environmental column in Kerryman: Co-ordinated by
Transition Kerry with KCC Biodiversity Officer with network of
environmental groups and individuals
Protect Tralee’s Tress: Now called Crainn Chiarraí – Kerry’s Tree
Guardians. Ficus on working with KCC MDs to input into the Tree
Strategies

Tralee Allotments Project: 3 allotment sites in Tralee
Transition Kerry Community Biodiversity Leadership Course:
LEADER funded programme working with various community groups
around Kerry over a 12-18 month period
Neighbourhood Food Network:
Regenerate Forests in Kerry:

Any New Ideas:
-

Sustainable Travel
Need to draw people back into the town centre
Markets – as place of meeting
Empty buildings – for sue by community groups and volunteers
Paid roles – the urgent need for community development worker roles,
with an emphasis on community climate, biodiversity and social
action. This is critical and need proper funding
Insurance is a massive block for community groups and unless it is
dealt with at a national level with a basic cost for groups

2. Enabling Community Action:
Thinking about what we’d like to do more of, or start doing, what are our
recommendations for the design of the Climate Action fund?
1. Funding needs to be targeting initiatives that are regenerative and
redistributive
2. All funding proposals must be Climate and Biodiversity Proofed
(there are EU documents on this process)
3. More ecological corridors around our towns and villages,
interconnecting all places with natural habitats, which double up
as nature-based climate solutions
4. Clear communication about the role of ecological systems in our
lives and the connection to wellbeing, e.g. clean air, soil, green
spaces, blue spaces, etc.
5. More green urban spaces to sit and walk– highlighting the links to
health and wellbeing, a need for a peaceful environment, greater
access and visibility of biodiversity
6. Giving space to nature
7. Protecting the habitats and ecosystems that we have around us in
the county
8. Restoration of habitats and ecosystems around the county and
focus on interconnecting them with ecological corridors

9. Green transport – look at transport noise levels and their effect on
wildlife.
10. More cycle ways – Greenways – Bike repair shops initiatives
11. Data is an important aspect in terms of influencing national and
local policy. It is then evidence based and without data it is very
challenging to make changes:
a. Eg. Noise pollution: People get used to it, but not good for
health. Need for measuring effects on wellbeing. No method
to gather data unless it is related to construction, etc.
b. Eg. Air Pollution: Need for monitoring using EPA instruments.
GLOBE/PULCHRA initiative is a template where schools are
measuring air pollution and using data to propose transport
changes in their local areas
12. Education: eg Master Composter Programme, Transition Kerry
Community Biodiversity Leadership Course, Sustainable Food
Education in allotments, tc.
13. Closer links with the Local Authorities
14. Closer connections with farmers, eg. Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA). Support for Famers Markets and local food
networks and initiatives.
15. Need for Short – Medium – Longterm Goals
16. Enforcement of current regulations, eg. Noise pollution
17. Support projects that are focusing on: Decarbonisation, Reducing
energy use, Restoration of biodiversity, Sustainable travel,
Regenerative food systems and Community Supported Agriculture,
Green Infrastructure and Ecosystem Services
3. Informing National Policy:
Reflecting on our local concerns and ambitions, what broader suggestions
do we have for the Climate Action Plans?
Time to get serious!!! Climate & Biodiversity needs to be at the
core of all future decisions.
Retroffing:
- Very little funding set aside for it currently
- Vital component to reduce dependence on fossil fuels
- Expensive but makes financial sense over lifetime of plan with funding
- Connection to wellbeing
- Connection to fuel poverty and other social poverty
Travel:
-

Currently many people are locked into car transport
Needs to be locked into the Climate Action Plan
Need for electrical charging points

Labelling System for Carbon:
-

Carbon footprint on Food and Container
Need for data and evidence

Adopt SMART Approach:
-

Specific – Measurable – Achievable – Realistic
Set targets and pathways

Link with Social Justice:
-

Link with UN Global Goals/Sustainable Development Goals
Link Climate, Ecological & Social Justice

Multi-disciplinary:
-

Must reach over all Departments at Government level and Local
Authority level

Increase native forestry

One Stop Shop:
-

Local and national place to get all information relating to Climate and
Biodiversity

National Parks & Wildlife:
-

Needs full recognition of the role it plays
Need to be fully funded

Communications:
-

Need to highlight the positive benefits when we look after the nature
and biodiversity around us

Overall Summary to feedback to main group – we tried not to
repeat what other groups had said:

1. There is amazing work being done all over the county by community
& voluntary groups, But they need support from workers in paid
roles. They need help with the crippling barrier of insurance. They
need social spaces to meet and network and find information.
2. Highlight the role of Social Capital, Ecosystem Services and Green
Infrastructure
3. Link with Climate – Biodiversity – Social Justice is essential
4. Need to Climate/Biodiversity/Social Justice Proof the Plan (and all
plans)
5. Clear communication campaign – not with greenwashing and with
the aim of bringing people on board
6. Multidisciplinary/Cross Department Approach – joining the dots and
connections between the issues and responses. Enforcement of
current regulations. Prioritise the rehabilitation and restoration of
habitats and ecosystems.
7. One stop shop – point of information re. funding, resources, policy –
both national and locally
Chat room conversation:
Kerry needs a centralised online resource providing information for the
public on climate change/action covering energy, biodiversity, transport &
travel, waste, food production, and climate adaptation. in the county.
Ideally groups engaged in climate action could all be listed so that
members of the public could engage with them.

The Climate Action Plan needs to be informed by multi-disciplinary, crossdepartmental, publicly informed thinking. It must be enacted using a
SMART approach (with Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and
Timely targets (i.e. a clear pathway for each individual issue). The plan
should be constantly oriented towards achieving a sustainable economy
which is regenerative and distributive by design. The Plan must be
enacted using cross-departmental action. It must incorporate solutions to
social justice and biodiversity problems in every single solution, or
suggestion for climate mitigation, that it proposes/enacts.

Kerry needs a centralised online resource providing information for the
public on climate change/action covering energy, biodiversity, transport &
travel, waste, food production, and climate adaptation. in the county.

Ideally groups engaged in climate action could all be listed so that
members of the public could engage with them.

enable and fund community spaces in all towns and villages, including
staffing and insurance, to provide both public amenity and a space for
groups to use. such as bike repair workspace, the arts, community
market etc

Amazing work being done by community groups, but they need real and
long-term support
We are doing quite a lot of consultation in this country. We don't have
much time for much more. There are lessons there from other countries
that are getting their act together. We have less than 10 years to make
an impact on emissions. We need a transformation in this country. It
needs resourcing. There is funding available now - the Green Deal is
flagging this. Let's act.

Climate solutions must be communicated efficiently, effectively and
universally, as we won't be able to implement real, long-term solutions
without diverse, community-level support.
Completely agree @Martha
Data driven decision making will enable public representatives to make
the brave and sometimes difficult decisions needed to tackle climate
issues. Such as removal of vehicle space in favour of space for walking
and cycling.
Air & noise pollution, cycle counters on segregated space. Warnings on
lighting fires during low wind weather.
Regularly Central and Local Government tell us what to do re Climate
Change and then do the opposite themselves………..doesnt help !!!
2. Clear and strong communications campaign to connect climate,
biodiversity and social justice. To bring people along with the changes
that are happening. No green washing
Coastal communities need inter government departmental collaboration
on solutions, otherwise we can't deal effectively with the issues.
From niamh ní dhúill Transition Kerry to Everyone: 08:23 PM

3. Multidisciplinary approach across all departments and agencies. One
stop shop locally and nationally for information, like networks, funding,
resources, etc
From Catriona Fallon - KCAN to Everyone: 08:23 PM
Often climate action plans and adaptation strategies are only accessible in
large unwieldy PDF documents that cannot be opened online. All of that
information needs to be easily accessible, easy to read and engaging check out Adaptation Scotland for an example of how this can be done.
From Micheal ó Coileain to Everyone: 08:23 PM
Volunteering has its limits. Solutions to Climate and Biodiversity issues
will be the responsibility of Big Gov, but local groups can sway influence
and set good examples locally. Volunteer groups need support
Volunteering has its limits. Solutions to Climate and Biodiversity issues
will be the responsibility of Big Gov, but local groups can sway influence
and set good examples locally. Volunteer groups need support
From Irene to Everyone: 08:24 PM
Finally - the IPCC has expressed that we need a complete reimagination
of our society and economy. A green new deal, or something similar,
would be great to see in Ireland
From Martha Farrell - Maharees Conservation Association CLG to
Everyone: 08:24 PM
I agree with Micheal

I also love Martha's call for a Green New Deal
From niamh ní dhúill Transition Kerry to Everyone: 08:25 PM
Government has to stop putting all responsibility for climate action on
communities and individuals. They need to face big business to pay the
real price for their climate and biodiversity damage and degradation.
From Mary O connor Tralee Bay Wetlands Eco Park to Everyone: 08:25
PM
Just transition has to be prioritised for our old
This country is not really prioritising climate action and biodiversity at the
moment. Let's be honest.
Just transition has to be prioritised for our senior citizens and every
support given to help them

From Micheal ó Coileain to Everyone: 08:26 PM
at 9.30 tonight on TG4, there is an interesting programme covering some
of the issues raised here tonight, particularly on biodiversity
From Eamon O'Keeffe Kerry PPN to Everyone: 08:27 PM
https://climateconversations.citizenspace.com/decc/0cee0dee
From Anluan Dunne - PPN to Everyone: 08:27 PM
in addition to enabling active travel, we need to begin to immediately
work on reducing vehicle use.

Stop Climate Chaos and Friends of the Earth have a lot of information and
webinars on the net that may help
From Irene to Everyone: 08:32 PM
Almost to forgot to share a point made by a Kerrywoman I know - she
advocated for Ireland's Climate Action Plan to remember it's international
responsibility ie. to ensure developing countries are not left behind, and
also, for us not to rely entirely on technological solutions
From niamh ní dhúill Transition Kerry to Everyone: 08:34 PM
Go raibh maith agaibh!

